
 

 

 

Mounting an Actioncam in your wing can be quite expensive, if you buy one 
from a paragliding dealer (~65€). Further more I had to experience their poor 
quality when I testet one and lost the wing-inside part during a Fullstall.  

 

What you need:  

 A piece  of (strong) fabric 

 Cardboard 
 Magnets 8 pices 
 Elastic glove 
 Thin paraglider line 
 Sewing machine 

 

The fabric and the cardboard I took from a strong reusable shoppingbag.  

The magnets you can buy on the internet. I used a Neodym magnet with 
Ø20mm and 3mm thick like this one -> 
http://www.supermagnete.de/S-20-03-N should hold 3,9kg. 
You can save money here as they are quite expensive but then 
I would not recommend to fly manuvers!  

Elastic working glove like this one:  

http://www.supermagnete.de/S-20-03-N


 

 

 Cut out 4 holes on the Edge of the cardboard, so that the magnets fit in. 
The bigger you choose the cardboard, the more stable pictures you will get. 
(Mine is about 12x8cm which is enough for the paraglider, on the speedrider I have some 
vibrations on videos.) 
 

 Then put the magnets in and cover it with the fabric on both sides.  
 

 After this you have to sew the two layers of fabric to the cardboard and 
also sew all around the magnets so that nothing can fall apart anymore. As 
you have to stich threw the cardboard, I would recommend using one that is maximum 3mm 
thick and a proper sewing machine! 
 

 Repeat this because you need two of those plates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cut off the rear end (wrist) of the elastic working glove and sew it (without 
stretching it) onto one of the plates. This should be tight enough for most 
Actioncams. Make sure you spared out 
some stitches where you can slide in the 
camera. (First sew it, than cut away 
overhanging material!) 
 

 Use some hot metal to burn a hole for the 
lens into the elastic fabric.  
 

 AND don’t forget to attach a safety line so 
that you can secure your camera.  



 

 

If it looks a little like this, you have been successful! 

If you mount your camera closer to a line attachment point, your pictures will 
become more stable.  

As you put the Actioncam in, the elastic material stretches and you will also be 
able to see the red recording light flashing.  

 

 

So hope to see your videos soon! 

 

Cu Tom 


